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I. Introductory problems

The Costişa – Komariv cultural complex belongs, in terms of temporal
analysis, to the middle period of the Bronze Age from the Carpathian basin, being
spread on a significant geographical area which covered a big part of Moldavia and
the south-eastern part of Transylvania (Romania), the north of the Republic of
Moldavia, the half western zone of Ukraine, the south-eastern zone of Poland (and
little territories of Slovakia and Belarus). In this area, it has been found vestiges not
only of the cultures Costişa and Komariv, but also of related cultures: Komariv (with
its two branches, Eastern and Western) and Sosnica; that’s why this cultural circle or
block should be named Costişa – Komariv - Trzciniec – Sosnica, to cover all the
cultural realities of the period.

The mentioned cultural complex is important because it belongs to some
populations who lived in the area since the second half of the third millennium BC,
when the indo-European branches are crystallizing, when there are achieved many
progresses in metallurgy and it appears important changes in social, religious and
economical terms etc., which modified completely human societies. It is partially
synchronic with Cretan (Aegean zone), Sintashta (Urals Mountains zone), Monteoru
(from the south of Moldavia and Muntenia), Wietenberg (from Transylvania), Tei
(from Muntenia), Mnogovalikovaja (from the north-pontic zone) civilisations, having
important influences above the cultures of the Bronze Age from carpatho-danubiano-
pontic area, implicitly above the mentioned cultural realities.

The accomplishment of such a work is important because of the need of
knowing the past of the area occupied by the members of this cultural entity in the
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Middle Bronze Age. Even if the theme is vast and it will be needed the cooperation of
more specialists to emphasize as closely as it can the way of life specific to the
period, we will try, as much as possible, to show off the specific of this cultural
complex, having at hand the informative resources offered by the archaeological
diggings made till this moment and some studies dedicated to the problems of the
Romanian Bronze Age, and not only.

The accomplishment of a monograph of this period was a priority to make
known some aspects less visible of the quotidian life of some populations who lived,
evolved, took form the ancestors and transmitted further to their descendants some
ideas, innovations and elements of technique. We must not forget the personal
contributions in different domains, the cultures and cultural aspects of the Bronze
Age influencing and stimulating them reciprocal.

In terms of naming this cultural complex, we mention that, during this
work, we used, for the Romanian findings, the term of Costişa - Ciomortan –
Komariv – Lunca cultural complex, briefly Costişa – Komariv (the Ciomortan aspect
was related to the Costişa cultural manifestations and the Lunca aspect to those of
Komariv culture). This cultural complex was related to cultural manifestations more
extensive in territorial terms, taking part from the Costişa – Komariv – Trzciniec –
Sosnica cultural circle, which occupied a big part of the south-eastern Europe (named
simplified Costişa – Komariv - Trzciniec).

To achieve this paper, we used a bibliography pretty large, including titles
of the Romanian prehistoric literature, but also foreign, especially Polish, Ukrainian
and Moldavian. Unfortunately, the access to some old papers, which turned into
account the researches of XIX and even XX centuries, wasn’t possible and we used to
quote them according to newest studies which resumed some information.

Very helpful were the participations on some archaeological sites from the
north of Moldavia, such as Adâncata – Imaş and Sub Pădure, Costâna – Imaş, where
we observed directly the findings belonging to Komariv culture.

For a better consultation, we introduced the pictures in the text and not at
the end of the work, in a separate section. The critical apparatus was presented in text
also, the footer being kept for additional information and explications.

The paper was divided in a few chapter and subchapters, as I can be seen
in the summary, which follows broadly the thesis summary.

As for geographic framework in which this people lived, we discovered
that they occupied a big part of Moldavia (especially the surface of Botoşani,
Suceava, Iaşi, Neamţ counties and the northern parts of Bacău and Vaslui counties)
and the south-east of Transylvania (territories from Covasna and Harghita counties),
zones framed geographically in Moldavian Plateau, with his sub units, in Moldavian
Sub Carpathians and in the lower zones of the Carpathians in south-east of
Transylvania.

The area occupied by the Costişa – Komariv communities was drained by
some important rivers, first or second degree affluent of the Danube, such as Siret,
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Prut, Olt, Trotuş, Bârlad, Jijia etc., the valleys of these waters being used as passage
routes in different directions. The zone of hilly plain and plateau put his footprint on
the economy of the communities of Middle Bronze Age, influencing the occupation
and the way of living.

In this final part, I want to thank to my scientific leader, prof. univ. dr.
Nicolae Ursulescu, to the officials of the archaeological sites I participated (conf.
univ. dr. Dumitru Boghian, curator dr. Ioan Mareş, curator dr. Bogdan Petru
Niculică), to the members of the committees form the doctoral school (prof. univ. dr.
Atilla László, lect. univ. dr. Neculai Bolohan, lect. univ. dr. Vasile Cotiugă), to the
other teachers, colleagues and to all that, in a way or another, suggested me ideas,
gave me advices, facilitated my access to some studies and materials, some of them
unpublished, and leaded and supported my steps to this research direction.

II. The history and the stage of research
concerning the Costişa – Komariv cultural

complex

The history of research of the Costişa – Komariv cultural complex
was divided in three phases.

A first phase, the pioneering period, belongs to the interval comprised
between the end of the XIX century and the first world war, being characterised by
the researches of some amateurs or of well known archaeologists, but who framed
incorrectly the discoveries belonging to this cultural complex because of the stage of
the knowledge of the time. Here we must include the researches made by A. Kirkor,
I. Kopernicki, G. Ossowski, T. Ziemięcki, Josef Szombathy, Raimund F. Kaindl,
Hubert Schmidt etc., which did archaeological diggings in different locations
mentioned in the sections that were dedicated to them.

It follows the second phase, comprised between the two world wars, when
one has realise bigger researches, earlier in the zone from the north of Romania, later
in Moldavia and south-eastern Transylvania, starting with the investigations of Leon
Kozłowski, Jósef Kostrzewski, Tadeusz Sulimirski etc.,. which managed to establish
major features and named distinct cultural groups of the great archaeological
complex. For the Romanian zone, we can talk about small field archaeological
researches and borings of which it can be mentioned those of Radu Vulpe, Constantin
Matasă, Marton Roska in the sites of Costişa, Siliştea, Păuleni – Ciomortan etc.

The third phase is represented by the post war period, divided in two sub-
phases, the first comprising the temporal interval between the world war II and the
end of XX century (at the beginning of this sub-phase, it had been made the first
systematic researches of this cultural complex in the eponym sites of Costişa and
Păuleni – Ciomortan, also being named the two cultures/cultural aspects of the
Middle Bronze Age in Romania), the other the period after the years 2000 (when
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there are restarted the diggings at Costişa, Poduri etc. and started new investigations
at Adâncata, Siliştea, Costâna etc. and there are published increasingly more studies
related to this subject).

For all of the phases and the sub-phases, there were mentioned, in
chronological order and according with the borders of the states existing at the
moment on the area of spreading of the Costişa – Komariv cultural complex, the
contributions of Romanian, Polish, Ukrainian and Moldavian archaeologists to the
identification, accentuation and presentation of the component elements of the
complex.

Regarding the stage of researches, for the Middle Bronze Age there is a
deficiency of the contextual findings, a precarious stage of systematic,
interdisciplinary researches due partially to the paucity of cooperation between the
specialists analysing this complex. To reconstruct more exactly the way of life of this
cultural ensemble, we need archaeo-zoological, archaeo-botanical data, more
radiocarbon datings, metallographic and petrographic analysis made on metallic and
stone artefacts, discovered in certain contexts, chemical analysis on ceramics, to
create a database which could be applied to the next researches, but they lack or they
are not published yet.

The majority of the sites known for this period were reported especially
from field researches and it has not been made but small borings in some of them.
The results of these investigations were published selectively and summarily and
often, even if it is considered that some materials come from a settlement, it could
come from a deranged burial.

The majority of the archaeological investigations from Romania were
started or restarted around 2000, since when it could be observed an impetus
concerning the Romanian prehistorical research for this period.

III. The repertory of Costişa – Komariv type
findings in Romania

The repertory of Costişa – Komariv type findings in Romania was
structured in three sections, the first containing settlements and cemeteries, the
second isolate findings assigned to the complex, and the last section the materials of
this complex recorded in the cultural layers of contemporary cultures, especially
Monteoru, Wietenberg and Tei.

To achieve this repertory we used the alphabetical principle of the
localities where Costişa – Komariv type findings were discovered, and for the
localities with more than one site we used the same principle, but according to the
toponym of the site. Each report was structured in some sections:

- The specification of the locality where the site was discovered, the
SIRUTA code or the RAN code of the site;
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- A – the history and the type of investigations;
- B – the toponym, the topographical localisation, the geographic location

of the discovery place, the position within the hydrographical basin;
- C – the description of the researched structures and of the main findings,

eventually with graphic representations;
- D – the afferent bibliography.

The first section of the repertory includes 113 sites where there were
discovered trustworthy vestiges of this cultural complex; 17 of them are funeral
discoveries. Some other 25 localities form  the repertory of isolate findings which,
according to analogies, belong to this cultural entity. The last section refers to the
discovery of Costişa – Komariv elements in other cultural circumstances, especially
Monteoru, Wietenberg and Tei (11 sites).

IV. Elements of daily life in Costişa – Komariv
cultural complex in Romania

The chapter of daily life elements refers to the surprise of habitat
structures, occupations and crafts which formed the base of the economy of the
Costişa – Komariv societies in the eastern zone of the Carpathians in the Middle
Bronze Age.

IV.1. Habitat structures.
As for the settlements of this cultural complex in Romania, we can see a

big diversity, the members of those communities placing themselves on different
relief forms, from the ledges of different type of the rivers to high positions of the
hills, in the water zones. Many of the settlements situated on high hills seemed to
have o more thick cultural layer and could be power centres. The majority of Costişa
– Komariv type sites were positioned on the southern side of the hills to better
capture the solar light and heat. We observed, at this moment of the researches, the
preference to create settlements a little retired from the course of bigger rivers, most
of the settlements being positioned on the shores of second or third degree affluent of
the Danube, maybe because of the desire to stay farther by the communities which
used the valleys of the big rivers as passage routes.

Regarding the settlements types, one can observe fortified/strengthened
settlements (from a natural/geographic and anthropogenic view) and
unfortified/opened settlements (situated on low level relief forms and with no
special defence structures), between which there are semi strengthened/semi opened
settlements, which does not have but natural defence elements (two or three steep
sides, eventually some sconces with no archaeological traces). One cannot say if,
around one main/central settlement, bigger and with defensive structures, there
were other small settlements, considered satellites, which, in case of danger, could
search for refuge in the middle of the first one. One can only say that the presence of
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Costişa – Komariv discoveries in many places, on a geographic limited area, can be a
sign of those, but we don’t exclude the possibility of being traces of different stages
of development.

Besides settlements with mixed occupations (a long time, it was
accentuated the idea of Bronze Age societies with a pastoral or agro-pastoral
economy), the last investigations brought to the fore the problem of existence of some
specialised settlements (better said of some specialised communities which lived in
these settlements) in producing staples and finished products, which took the path of
local or distance exchanges. Thereby, the seasonal settlements of Lunca – Poiana
Slatinei, Cucuieţi – Slatina Veche, Loeva etc. were specialised in obtaining salt from
salted water. In the Republic of Moldavia, one has recognized a metallurgical
workshop at Coteala and for the Trzciniec area there are known some workshops of
flint processing, such as at Dratów, Opole Lubelskie district. One could assume the
existence of some metallurgical workshops for the settlements of Botoşana, Costişa,
Kościaniec, Moszny, where there were discovered some fragments of clay spoons
and funnels, considered to have taken part in metallurgical activities.

Some of the Costişa – Komariv settlements were situated on high relief
forms, to have a natural defence on two or three sides because of the steep slope. The
opened side had, habitually, the ditches doubles by earth mounds, maybe even
wooden palisades. Not all the mentioned settlements had defensive structures, but
there are some. The natural defence offered by the steep slopes was completed and
strengthened by these defensive structures, divided in four types: ditches, earth
mounds, palisades and towers. The sites that had such constructions could be
considered power centers (Costişa, Siliştea, Păuleni etc.).

The dwellings (surface dwellings and huts) of this complex were made by
the techniques and with the materials well known for the prehistoric periods: wooden
frames and twig braids on which there was imprinted the clay melted with plant
materials (which gave consistence to the clay and prevented the creation of cracks
because of the drying); sometimes, it is documented the use of stone (hone) to create
a more consistent foundation, but generally the dwellings were erected directly to
ground; clay or stone floors or no floors at all (there are no clues of wood floors till
now); plant materials roof probably (straw, reed); rectangular, round or oval forms;
the presence of internal hearths; some of this structures could be used as storages.

The majority of the dwellings had one single room of rectangular shape,
eventually with an antechamber/porch made in perishable materials, with no
archaeological traces. We have no information about doors, windows, installations
for removing internal hearths smoke, furniture etc. Only in the case of some Komariv
dwellings there is information about the presence, inside the structure, of some big
earthenware, half buried in the ground (storages/warehouse?).

The surface of this living constructions differed between 20 and 25 m2. It
can be assumed that inside that space more family members lived (parents and
children) and in warn seasons they could have slept outside.
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The dwellings had, generally, internal and external hearths, some of
them arranged on a clay layer, eventually with stone, other directly on ground, being
used for cooking or with a cult role, related to the cult of fire or of sun. near some of
living constructions there were found waste pits.

At this chapter, we should talk also about some cult constructions, the
best example being the one from Poduri, where there were found big dimensioned
stone circles, containing human and animal bones and different artefacts.

Concerning the occupations of Costişa – Komariv communities, those
were divided in two categories: occupations in fact, from which it has been obtained
consumer goods and crafts which gave other goods, non food.

Many of the occupations discussed in the pages of the thesis were
considered, in most of the studies, being secondary economic branches, but we
consider that this state of affairs should be regarded generally, because it could exist
some communities axed on a secondary economic branch (salt exploitation, ceramic
production etc.) or communities with mixed or multiple economy, which could
depend on geographic zone, climate, staple sources, season etc. One cannot exclude
the existence of limited human groups in each community that professed only some
kind of services for the use of entire group.

IV.2.A. Occupations.
For the Romanian area, we have little concrete evidences of the plant

cultivation, but that doesn’t mean that this activity was not professed. There were no
discoveries of grown plants or seeds, but we know some tools used in this occupation.
Is the case of some imperforate stone axes used as hoes. We could also mention stone
curve daggers, sickle insertions etc., used to harvest the plants, or some grinders and
rubbers, used to grind the grains.

The sites of this cultural complex are rich in animal bones, but only in
some cases there were made osteological analysis to distinguish grown or hunted
animal types. The livestock was an important economical branch of the Bronze Age
societies, including the cultural complex we talk about.

Thereby, we can observe that the animals that had a central place in the
economy were Bos Taurus, Sus scrofa domesticus, Ovies aries, Capra hircus, Equus
caballus, Canis familiaris etc. We don’t have exact percentages for this animal
remains to observe if there were communities axed on the growth of certain types of
domestic animals.

The occupational palette of the Costişa – Komariv cultural complex
communities was completed by some activities less archeologically documented:
hunting, fishing, gathering etc.

An activity that draws the attention in the last decades is that of salt
exploitation. For now, for the analysed cultural complex, we have information about
this occupation only for a few sites, talking about seasonal settlements used to obtain
salt from salted water (Lunca, Oglinzi, Cucuieţi etc.). We don’t know any sites of
gathering salt from mining activities.
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The salt is an important mineral for human and animal alimentation, but
also for other domains of activity, being considered as the white gold. Most probably,
the prehistoric communities performed periodic and seasonal movements to the zone
with salted water to supplement its needs, the salt being an excellent exchange mark.

IV.2.B. Crafts.
In the category of crafts we included those occupations to process the

staples and to obtain finished objects.
The first discussed craft was the metallurgy. We know only few metal

artefacts, the mentioned area being less rich in such objects comparing to other zones
and prehistoric periods. It has been discovered and included in this cultural complex
some axes (with collars of clamping the tail, of Darabani, Monteoru, Pădureni types
or other of A2 or B1 types), ornaments and tools. The repertory could be enriched if
we take in consideration some greenish traces observed on other objects, which could
come from vanished ornaments.

The Darabani type axes are specific to the spread area of Costişa –
Komariv cultural complex, being encountered in the Monteoru area too.
Chronologically, they are placed in the first part of the Middle Bronze Age,
somewhere at the end of the third and the beginning of the second millenniums BC.

The other axes from this area are the Monteoru type axes, Borleşti version,
considered imports or technological borrowings (local products) from the Monteoru’s
area to Costişa’s. The Borleşti version of Monteoru axes was framed chronologically
to the Monteoru Ic2-Ia phases, that means in the first part of the second millennium
BC.

We must not forget the Pădureni or Şinca types axes, productions of
Wietenberg culture, discovered in the eastern zone of the Carpathians, in Komariv
area, attesting exchange relations and contacts between the two cultural areas. Also,
very important are type A2 or B1 axes, attesting contacts with the Transylvanian
zone.

Related to the metallurgy are some daggers, discovered at Poduri, Costişa
and in Ukrainian Komariv zone, showing analogies with artefacts from the north-
pontic or central-European zones. The bronze sword of Apa type, Oradea version,
from Piatra Şoimului has analogies on a large geographic zone, being related,
especially ideologically, to the Aegean zone.

Very important are the ornaments, representative being the Noppenringe
rings from Siliştea, Costişa and Piatra Şoimului, proving contacts and influences from
Middle Danube area, in other cultures of the Middle Bronze Age (Periam-Pecica,
Nitra, Aunjetitz). Simultaneously, they are important for early dating of the sites of
origin, at the end of the Ancient Bronze Age and at the beginning of the Middle
Bronze Age.

There are also some other ornaments (bracelets, rings, earrings, necklaces
etc., made especially in copper or bronze, rarely in precious metal) and tools (needles,
awls, buckles, buttons etc.).
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One of the most important occupations in prehistoric periods was the
processing of clay. Ceramic products, by their paste, forms and decors, had am
important role in identifying and delimiting an archaeological culture, sometimes
more important than other types of products.

Like for other cultures, according to the clay paste, there were separated
ceramic categories: coarse, fine and semi-fine, being theoretically separated also the
pottery types for different cultures and aspects of this cultural complex in Romania.

Even if we couldn’t realize typological series according to development
phases, mainly because of the paucity of the sites completely investigated or
published, the Costişa – Komariv pottery types are very diversified, including cups,
amphorae, little amphorae, tronconical, bitronconical and globular shaped pots, bowl,
tureens, jars, cups, glasses and, of course, tulip shaped pots, specific to the Komariv
culture.

Analysing the base pottery forms signalled in the sites of Costişa –
Komariv cultural complex in Romania, it can be observed than generally it can be
meet approximately the same forms for the composing cultures and cultural aspects.

Of course, there are similarities and differences, dues to many factors,
such as: the pots were made by hand, so it can be observed differences of shapes,
dimensions, inclination of the walls etc.; each potter could interfere in the mental
shape of the pot and to produce deviations (which could become the mark of the
potter, a symbol of a group or a zonal mark); outside influences could be more
significant in some areas to be adopted inside; some shaped and types could be the
mark of different phases of development of the complex etc.

Analysing the ceramic decors from the Romanian and Ukrainian sites, it
can be observed that there are almost the same ceramic types in the component
cultures and cultural aspects.

Of course there are similarities and differences due to many factors: the
pots are made by hand and that could lead to multiple differences concerning the
dimensions, wall inclination etc; each potter could interfere in the mental pattern of
the pot and produce deviations (which could represent the mark of the potter, the
symbol of one group or even a zonal mark); outside influences could be more
significant in some areas so as to be adopted; some ceramic shapes and types could
be the mark of different development phases etc.

The analysis of the decors of the pottery of Costişa – Komariv cultural
complex in Romania proved that ornamental motifs were realized by two principal
techniques: the deepening in the soft paste of the pot and the pulling out in relief. To
those we should add a third technique, rarely met, that of painting/encrusting with
white paint of the incisions, observed on some pots. The technique of decorating by
stamping wasn’t signalled yet for this complex. In turn, these techniques supposed
some secondary procedures.

There by, the technique of deepening consisted in making decorative
motifs by incision (marking some thin grooves with the help of an object with sharp
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head), by impression (made by an object with a thicker head, possibly with the end
of the finders or with the nails or even with an object with thin head in the case of
pencilled, round or short linear impressions) or by nicking/hollowing in the soft
paste before being burned.

By incision there were made hatched or pencilled triangles, hatched
rhombuses, horizontal, vertical or slanting lines, strings of linear oblong, vertical or
slanting impressions, zigzag, Besenstrich, “fir tree” motifs etc.

By impression/pricking could be made the strings of short impressions,
strings of successive impressions, strings of pencilled, round, triangular impressions,
alveolar motifs etc.

The nicking/hollowing consisted in making in the soft clay of some
dimples, especially on the patterns in relief or on the pots rim.

Concerning the technique of pulling out in relief it can be saw two
procedures: the pulling out in relief from the soft clay of some motifs and the
appending/soldering of motifs made in new supplementary paste, obtaining especially
embossed belts and prominences of different shapes and thicknesses.

The frequency of some decorative types in Costişa – Komariv cultural
complex differs from case to case, in many situations some types of decors being met
in two or more of the components of the complex and others only in one of those.
This fact could be due not only to the particularities of each culture/cultural aspect, to
the genetic background or to the outside influences, but also to the selective
publication of archaeological material and, in some cases, to the insufficient research
of the sites.

Analysing more carefully these facts, we could see that base elements
which form the ornamental series of this complex are the same; the potters are the
ones who mixed and obtained new complex decorative motifs. The general aspect of
some ceramic ornaments seems different, but the types of lines and strings used to
create triangles, strips and other motifs are the same. Searching the specific of one
culture means not to look for the resemblance to identity of the decorative motifs, but
looking for the diversity and the presence of certain specific elements which form
these decors. That’s why, analysing the ceramic decorations, it can be stated the
resemblances between the cultures that form this complex and we can say they are
related, not only by the genetic background, but also by some synchronic common
elements.

Unfortunately, as for ceramic shapes, it couldn’t be done a separation of
these decors according to development phases of the complex.

Related to clay processing, we can mention other types of objects: animal
or human plastic representations, spindle whorls, weights of clay, miniatures of cart
wheels, spoons and funnels etc.

An important place in the economy of prehistoric societies is the
processing of local or allogeneic rocks of which it has been made multiple artefacts:
axes, daggers, spearheads, arrowheads, grinders, rubbers, strikers, sling balls, patterns
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for casting, whetstones, mace heads etc. As a proof of this occupation we must take in
consideration also the processing of stone used for constructions.

The processing of the rocks, some of them of high hardness, suppose the
existence of specialised craftsmen which knew the secrets of this craft, many of the
objects having a high complexity and finesse. We do not exclude the possibility that
some objects could be made by unspecialised persons.

The inventory of bone and horn is also diversified, being signalled handles
(some of them beautifully decorated), arrowheads, awls, pushers, needles, buttons etc.

In the category of crafts we also introduced the processing of wood and
leather/fur, spinning and weaving, crocheting, knitting etc., some of these less
observable archaeologically.

V. Elements of spiritual life in Costişa –
Komariv cultural complex in Romania

The life of prehistoric man wasn’t so simple as it appears, the individual
being accompanied everywhere and in any domain of his activity by a multitude of
faiths and superstitions according to whom he practiced different rites and rituals
because it existed, like in other periods, the belief that the deity is everywhere and
must not be disturbed, but reconciled.

The funerary rites and rituals are one of the most spectacular and
complicated spiritual manifestations of a population and more we get far away from
them, more is difficult to establish the steps in their progress and the precise
symbolist of the inventory elements discovered near the dead.

Even if many of the archaeological monographs discuss about the funerary
rites and rituals, we tried to accentuate also some other types of rites and rituals, the
new archaeological investigations surprising new aspects of the spiritual life.
However, the best known is the funerary domain, his elements being more easily
archaeologically recognized. It is sure that the best represented is the Komariv culture
for who there are known many funerary findings in our country and over its
boundaries, for the versions Costişa and Ciomortan things being less obvious.

The dead of Costişa – Komariv communities were buried in barrow graves
and flat graves, using the incineration or the inhumation. The reasons for choosing
between barrow graves and flat graves seem to be, according to the ethnographical
studies, of social (sex, statute, and age), cultural and religious nature, the incineration
and the burial in barrow graves being the privilege of the more important and richer
persons. Inclusively the funerary inventory speaks about these social differences,
being graves with richer inventory and others with poorer inventory. As we know till
now, it has not been found feminine burials in barrow graves.
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Even the dimensions of the barrow graves attest the statute differences. A
bigger the barrow means a bigger statute of the defunct. A more consistent inventory
signifies also a bigger prestige for the dead.

The assumptions were made also for the orientation of the buried dead on
the cardinal axe, positioned habitually more or less crouched. The orientation seems
to refer to the direction of the existing place of the settlement or of the ancestors’
ground, to the position of the sun or moon into the sky etc. The crouched position
seems to refer to the position of sleeping or of the foetus in mom’s womb.

A few osteological analysis speak about some medical affections specific
to the period and about some accidents treated and cures, denoting the care of
neighbours for their companions.

We must not forget the intentional animal burials, especially horses, which
attest the role of these animals in the economy of the Bronze Age societies.

Within the elements of spiritual life we could mention also other
manifestations, such as: the cult of the dead, rites and rituals of reburial, rites and
rituals of burying a settlement, rites and rituals of leaving a settlement, rites and
rituals of foundation, sacrifices, deposits etc. These examples talk about the multitude
of spiritual/religious manifestations, unfortunately less documented archaeologically.

We must remember the cult of the sun, represented by pottery ornaments
and in other types of objects made in bone or horn, by some circular stone
constructions and circular ditches in funerary domain, by the round shape of the
barrow graves etc.

VI. Final considerations

In the final part of the paper, it has been presented some ideas concerning
the origins, terminology, relations, chronology and periodization of this cultural
complex in Romania, following that the next investigations confirm, infirm or
complete these points of view, knowing that the science is in continuous progress and
every attempt is a step forward in finding the truth.

Thereby, concerning the origins of the cultural components of the
complex, it has been stated that they have their origins in the cultures and cultural
groups of the Ancient Bronze Age from the inner and extra Carpathian area, being
saw also more distant influences, central-European.

The proposed terminology took into account the proposals of the
Romanian and foreign archaeological literature. The relations between the composing
branches of the complex is due especially to the pottery domain, also to the lithic,
metallic and bone equipment. So, we proposed the term of Costişa – Ciomortan –
Komariv – Lunca cultural complex (shortly Costişa - Komariv) for the discoveries
from Romanian area. Costişa and Komariv were considered independent cultures
observing some differences in pottery domain, ornamentation etc; the aspect
Ciomortan was related to Costişa culture, being formed in the contact zone of
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Costişa, Monteoru, Tei and Wietenberg cultures; the Lunca aspect seemed to
represent some Komariv type population incursions in the area of salted water to
obtain salt.

At European level, the Costişa – Komariv cultural complex was related to
bigger cultural manifestations of the Komariv – Trzciniec- Sosnica cultural circle
with his composing cultures and cultural aspects, proposing the syntagma of Costişa
– Komariv – Trzciniec – Sosnica cultural circle (shortly Costişa – Komariv –
Trzciniec), to integrate the Romanian discoveries. The named relationship took in
consideration especially the ceramic inventory, the funerary rites and rituals, the
origins etc.

At this stage of research it can be proposed a tripartite division of the
evolution of the Costişa – Komariv cultural complex in Romania, being identified an
initial/early phase (I) (placed somewhere between 2300/2000 and 2000/1900 BC,
synchronic to Monteoru Ic43-Ic3, Nitra, classical Mierzanowice, Early and pre-
classical Aunjetitz, Jigodin final, Wietenberg A1, Helladic III, Early Minoan, Proto-
Trzciniec phase etc.), a developed/middle phase (II) (placed between 2000/1900 and
1800 BC, synchronic to Monteoru Ic2-Ia, Wietenberg phase II (A2), Komariv I, Br
A2 according to Reinecke, Proto-Trzciniec and Early Trzciniec etc.) and a final
phase (III) (placed between 1800-1600/1500 BC, synchronic to Monteoru IIa-IIb,
Wietenberg III, Tei III, Komariv II, classical Trzciniec etc.). We could see another
phase IV, of cohabitation between Costişa – Komariv and Noua elements, somewhere
at the end of Middle Bronze Age and the beginning of the Late Bronze Age, about
1600/1500 BC.

The relations of the analysed cultural complex with other cultural entities
were very tight, being observed such contacts, especially of products and ideas
exchanges, with all the neighbours, Monteoru, Tei, Wietenberg, Mnogovalikovaja
etc., sometimes with more distant cultural areas, from the Middle Danube zone.
These relations were interdependent, the influences passing both ways.

There are archaeologically documented some less peaceful relations,
especially for Costişa and Păuleni settlements, where the Costişa – Ciomortan
communities were forcedly removed by Monteoru Ic2 or Wietenberg A1-A2
communities.

An apart situation has been observed at Siliştea site, where the Costişa and
Monteoru communities cohabited within the limits of the same settlement.

The mentioned relations are important for the study of relative chronology
of Costişa – Komariv cultural complex, on which it could be made the internal
periodization.

Another type of relations refers to the surprise of Middle Bronze Age
heritages in the Late Bronze Age, Noua culture. The Romanian archaeological
literature is full of situations of presence of Noua vestiges with traditions of Costişa –
Komariv type, especially in pottery typology and decors. If a part of the materials
considered of Noua I type with Costişa – Komariv traditions was reconsidered and
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assigned culturally and chronologically to a layer Costişa –Komariv, there are such
findings outside the geographic borders of this cultural complex. We don’t dispute
the existence of a Noua I phase, but we need, in the case of land investigations to be
more specific and to assign correctly the discoveries or to a Costişa – Komariv layer,
or to one of Noua I type.

On the elements of relative chronology and on some recent radiocarbon
dating, the Costişa – Ciomortan – Komariv – Lunca cultural complex was placed
chronologically between 2300/2000 and 1600/1500 BC, representing the end of the
Early Bronze Age and the Middle Bronze Age.

The work is finished by a section named List of figures and by the
Abbreviations and afferent Bibliography.
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